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My main point:

The central principles of fundraising have not 
changed. The media channels we use have 

changed and what we can do in terms of 
engagement has changed wonderfully.

Fundraising is still about relationships

Personalisation of everything is key!



The value of a Name

• Always think in terms of nett lifetime value, a name can be 
worth up to $3,000. Value it.

• The street or bucket appeal dilemma 



A “Classic” Market Model 
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Tipping Points or Punctuated Equilibria

The tipping point is that magic moment when an idea, trend, or 
social behaviour crosses a threshold, tips, and spreads like 
wildfire.

Malcolm Gladwell

‘When did we start trusting strangers? How the internet turned us 
all into influencers’

McCann Erickson Worldwide



Making Fundraising work for you

• Use technology to help build relationships

• Memberships & Renewals

• Engaging Websites

• Social Media

• Campaigns & Fundraising Appeals

• Trust, Foundations, Businesses, Government

• Bequests 

Remember if you don’t code you don’t analyse.



Building Relationships



A draft plan?
Month Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5

January SM**** Media Release 

+ Social Media

SM

February Supporter 

Survey

SM

March Spring or Tax 

Year Appeal

SM Tax appeal 

follow-up

SM

April Tax appeal 

follow-up 2

eNewsletter

May SM 2nd Appeal 2nd Appeal 

follow-up

SM

June 2nd Appeal 

follow-up 2

eNewsletter

July SM 3rd Appeal 3rd Appeal 

Follow-up

August SM 3rd Appeal 

Follow-up 2

September SM 4th Appeal

October 4th Appeal 

Follow-up

eNewsletter

SM

4th Appeal 

Follow-up 2

November SM 5th Appeal 5th Appeal 

Follow-up

December SM 5th Appeal 

follow-up 2

SM



• The Board or Governance layer

• The Manager or service worker in an NGO

• The database staff

• The Fundraiser
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Who is involved

Everybody is a fundraiser.



Constituency Circles- Building your 
network



Platform Specific Reach
Allow Time and Keep Trying

• Email works well

• Letters still work

• Think about SMS/Text

• There are approximately 35 different “Social Media” sites

• Approximately 5 are “important”

• The message on each is consistent, but specific to the platform, 

think about who you are talking to
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Opportunities to participate

• Give everyone multiple opportunities to participate in your 
success

• Always try to do one thing at a time

• If you are asking for money, ASK early and just ask for money

• Never give a non-financial option

• Always explore the boundaries of the relationship

• People who recently gave, like you

• Never make decisions for people



Surveys

• Every time someone 
interacts with your web site, 
try and survey them?

• Every time someone gives a 
gift Survey them, ask them 
three questions, one of 
which will be “Would you 
recommend us to a friend?”

• Always respond with 
feedback



Engaging and Recruiting



Donation Pages – Make it easy



Personalise it.



Relationships, Relationships, Relationships
Actually it all still comes down to relationships and that means consistent communications 

asking for support
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Recruitment & Renewals



Keys to successful renewals

• Use your web site

• Personalise everything

• Make it easy

• Frequent Contact

• Newsletters and 
Appeals

• Media Coverage



Engaging Websites 
And “landing” pages



The keys to engaging people, is people!



Always think about eye contact!



The extra seconds eye contact gives you 
is vital.



Absorption

• We scan images 60,000 times faster than text.

• Tell your story in pictures – not words

• The web is a visual medium

• The average time on a web page is less than a minute and can 
be seconds



Social Media
Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin



Where donors are
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Psychology of Gen X and Gen Y

• Generation X, commonly abbreviated to Gen X, is the generation born after the Western 

Post–World War II baby boom. Demographers, historians, and commentators use 

beginning birth dates ranging from the early 1960s to the early 1980s.

• Millennials (also known as the Millennial Generation or Generation Y) are the 

demographic cohort following Generation X. There are no precise dates when the 

generation starts and ends. Researchers and commentators use birth years ranging from 

the early 1980s to the early 2000s

Wikipedia
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Characteristics

• Baby Boomers were invariably content to be “supporters”, that is a hierarchical charity 

model could work, where a small group of people appealed for funds and relatively 

passive supporters sent money.

• Generation X and Y want to be involved. They want much more active participation and 

they want more “buzz”. 
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Cohort Dynamics

Source: Colmar Brunton
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Platform Dynamics

• Facebook still skews significantly female. Women in the U.S. are more likely to use Facebook 

than men by about 10 percentage points, according to a 2013 survey of social network adoption.

• Facebook remains the top social network for U.S. teens. Nearly half of teen Facebook users 

say they’re using the site more than last year, and Facebook has more daily teen users than any 

other social network.

• That said, Instagram has edged out Facebook and Twitter in terms of prestige among young 

users. U.S. teens now describe Instagram as “most important,” while Facebook and Twitter lost 

ground on this measure, according to Piper Jaffray’s twice yearly teen survey. The survey also 

found that 83% of U.S. teens in wealthy households were on Instagram.

Source: Business Insider Australia
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Platform Dynamics 2

• LinkedIn is actually more popular than Twitter among U.S. adults. LinkedIn’s core demographic are those 

aged between 30 and 49, i.e. those in the prime of their career-rising years. Not surprisingly, LinkedIn also has a 

pronounced skew toward well-educated users.

• Twitter has begun to lean worryingly toward male users, whereas previously it was a more gender-balanced 

social network. Pew found that 22% of men use Twitter, while only 15% of women do.

• YouTube reaches more adults aged 18 to 34 than any single cable TV network. Nearly half of people in this 

age group visited YouTube between December 2013 and February 2014, according to Nielsen. It was rated by 

millennials as the top place to watch content, ahead of digital and TV properties like Facebook and ESPN.

• Snapchat is the youngest social network of all. More than six out of 10 Snapchat users are in the 18-to-24 

age group, compared to 28% of Instagram users, according to a survey by Informate.

Source: Business Insider Australia
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Platform Specific Analytics

• Google Analytics

• Facebook Insights

• Twitter

• Instagram

• YouTube
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Facebook Insights



Trusts, Foundations, 
Corporates
Old fashioned fundraising!



The Organisation Case Statement

• The Problem

• The Solution

• Why US? Our Credentials.



Key Success Factors

• They know you

• The trust you

• The have seen you in the media

• Someone has been invited to a volunteer day?

• You can quote good statistics

• Your application stands out



Bequests & Other Gifts
Looking after your friends



Why we are so proud of Vega?
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Vega Integrates

• Vega is the empowerment platform.

• Contacts, Notes, Appointments, Financial Transactions

• Full featured CRM linked to your transactions

• Contact/Client Profiling and Key Contact Identification

• Microsoft Office 365 (September 2016)

• XERO 

• Facebook

• SendGrid for Emails

• SMSAPI for Global SMS

• Twitter

• LinkedIn

• Instagram



Advanced Campaign Analytics



Vega Simplifies



Vega Automates

• Full Client Demographics

• Global Post Coding

• Client Profiling

• Client Contact Management

• Full Contact History Inbound and Outbound

• Financial History & Donation processing

• Recurring Payments

• Contact Notes 

• Appointments & Diaries

• Integration to XERO

• Integration to Office 365

• Integration to YOUR Web Site

• Integration to all leading Social Media including 
Facebook and Twitter

• Individual and Mass Emails

• Complete Campaign Management

• Flexible Query Tool

• Advanced Internal Analytics

• Google, Nielsen and Effective Measure Analysis

• Comprehensive & Extensible Reporting

• Web site widgets that integrate into your web site

• Advanced eCommerce and Electronic Payments made 
easy.

• Extensible API, linked to your other systems



Vega.Works

Vega will help you grow your organisation

• Supporter retention and building supporter engagement is key 
to your organisations success.

• In an age of saturation advertising, we have turned to our peers 
and friends to recommend products and services we use.

• Build your supporter engagement and turn your supporters into 
your best advocates using the Vega Community Engagement 
Platform. 


